WHAT
Will I
Discover
@ GS?
Scientific exploration at GS begins by building a firm STEM foundation in the major disciplines of chemistry, biology, and physics (typically in that order, and each with intensive options).

Then, paths diverge in ways that speak to each individual student. Take IB or AP courses in disciplines that pique your curiosity, or branch off into computer programming, animal behavior, robotics, or environmental science. These can be followed by progressively targeted courses like cognitive neurology or forensic science.

GS science teaches us to question, experiment, analyze evidence, refine hypotheses, get messy (safety!) through lab and field work, and address problems. The IB Science Symposium is emblematic. Culminating an upper-level project, students design their own experiments, work collaboratively, and present results to the community like real scientists—because they are.

Learn to let your life speak at George School.